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Abstract Voice-based biomarkers can help diagnose symptoms of dementia such as Parkinson's disease, PD is a modern 

neurodegenerative disease affecting about 7 million people worldwide (usually adults), with about 150 thousand new scientific 

diagnoses performed each year. Historically, PD has been difficult to find and documents tend to focus on a few symptoms and even 

ignore some, depending on the scores of independent points. Due to the decline in motor manipulation which is a sign of illness, the 

term can be used as a means of detecting and diagnosing PD. Common sense has meant that physicians often focus on the symptoms 

of PD while ignoring the other. By using independent measurement scales, the term can be used to diagnose and diagnose the disease. 

This paper presents evidence to support the concept of supervised classification, which can be used to diagnose individuals with 

diseases such as diabetes and pulmonary fibrosis. Through Linear Regression, Logistic Regression, Decision Trees, Support Vector 

Machine, Random Forest, XGBoost, Neural Network and Adaboost we were able to achieve a peak accuracy of 100% for diagnosing 

pathological conditions. The project also uses various Evaluation Methods and Metrics such as Confusion Matrix, Classification 

Report, F1 - Score, Accuracy, Precision, Recall.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Parkinson’s kdisease kis ka kneurodegenerative kdisorder kthat kresults k in kunintended kor k inevitable k movements kin kour body. It 

is estimated kto affect numerous kpeople kacross kthe kglobe kand khas k negatively kaffected kthe kquality kof life kof those kwho are 

affected. k If knot ktreated kon ktime kand knot kgiven kthe keffective ktreatment, kit k will kstart k to hamper k the health kon kworst 

k level. kSo, ka kproper k treatment kin kproper ktime, kis ka kmust kfor kParkinson’s disease. 

A kprogram kmodel kcan kbe ktaught kto kdetect kthe kdisease kwith k the k help k of k large k dataset k and k numerous training 

k sets k So, k a k proper k treatment k in k proper k time, k is k a k must k for k Parkinson’s k disease. 

II.  LITERATURE KSURVEY 

Parkinson's kdisease k(PD) kis ka kneurodegenerative kdisorder k affecting kmillions kglobally. kEarly kdetection kis  crucial 

kfor kbetter k disease kmanagement. kMachine klearning kand kdata kmining k techniques k are k showing   promise k in 

k predicting k PD. k Here's k a k breakdown kof kkey kareas kto kexplore kin kliterature ksurvey: 

1. L. kNaranjo, kC. kJ. kPérez, kJ. kMartín kand kY. kCampos-Roca, k“A 

two-stage kvariable kselection kand kclassification 

approach kfor kParkinson’s kdisease kdetection kby kusing kvoice k recording kreplications,” kComputer kMethods kand k 

kPrograms kin kBiomedicine, kvol. k142, kpp.147-156, k2017. 

2. G. kAhmad, kS. kAlanazi, kM. kAlruwaili, kF. kAhmad, kM. kA. kKhan ket k al., k“Intelligent kammunition kdetection kand 

classification ksystem kusing kconvolutional kneural knetwork,” 

Computers, kMaterials k& kContinua, kvol. k67, kno. k2, kpp. k 2585–2600, k2021. 

3. F. kAlhaidari, kS. kH. kAlmotiri, kM. kA. kA. kGhamdi, kM. kA. kKhan, kA. 

Rehman ket kal., k“Intelligent ksoftware-defined 

network kfor kcognitive krouting koptimization kusing kdeep 

extreme klearning kmachine kapproach,” kComputers, 

Materials kand kContinua, kvol. k67, kno. k1, kpp. k1269–1285, k2021. 

4. S. kY. kSiddiqui, kI. kNaseer, kM. kA. kKhan, kM. kF. kMushtaq, kR. kA. k Naqvi ket kal., k“Intelligent kbreast kcancer 

kprediction k empowered kwith kfusion kand kdeep klearning,” kComputers, k Materials kand kContinua, kvol. k67, kno. k1, 

kpp. k1033–1049, k 2021 
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5. Wroge, kTimothy kJ., kYasin kÖzkanca, kCenk kDemerol, kDong kSi, k David kC. kAtkins, kand kReza kHosseini kGhomi. 

k"Parkinson’s kdisease k diagnosis kusing kmachine klearning kand kvoice." kIn k2018 kIEEE ksignal processing kin kmedicine kand 

kbiology ksymposium k(SPMB), kpp. k1-7. k IEEE, k2018. 

6. Classification kand kDiagnosis kof kDiabetes: kStandards kof k Medical kCare kin kDiabetes—2018 kAmerican kDiabetes 

k Association kDiabetes kCare k2018; k41(Supplement k1): kS13–S27. 

7. Gullapalli, kAjay kSankar, kand kVinay kKumar kMittal. k"Early k detection kof kParkinson’s kdisease kthrough kspeech 

kfeatures kand k machine klearning: kA kreview." kICT kwith kIntelligent kApplications: k Proceedings kof kICTIS k2021, kVolume k1 

k(2022): k203-212. 

III. kMETHODOLOGY 

1. DATA KACQUISITION 

Specify kthe ksource kof kyour kdata. kPublic kdatasets kof kParkinson's kpatients k are kavailable konline. kDescribe kthe kdata 

characteristics: 

Number kof kparticipants k(patients kand khealthy kcontrols) 

Type k kof k kdata k kcollected k k(clinical k kinformation, k kgenetic k kdata, k kvoice k recordings, ketc.) 

2. DATA KPREPROCESSING 

Explain khow kyou khandled kmissing kvalues kand koutliers kin k the k data. kDescribe kany kdata knormalization ktechniques 

used. 

3. FEATURE KSELECTION K(OPTIONAL) 

Not kall kfeatures kin kyour kdata kmay kbe krelevant kfor kprediction. 

You kcan kimplement kfeature kselection ktechniques k(filter-based kor k wrapper-based) kto kidentify kthe kmost kinformative  features 

kfor k building kthe kmodel. 

4. MACHINE KLEARNING KMODEL KSELECTION KAND KTRAINING 

Choose k ka k ksuitable k kmachine k klearning k kalgorithm k kfor k kPD k prediction. kCommon kchoices kinclude: 

Support kVector kMachines k(SVM), kRandom kForest, kXGBoost. 

IV. PROBLEM kSYSTEM 

Parkinson's kdisease k(PD) kis ka kneurodegenerative kdisorder kwith ka k significant kimpact kon kquality kof klife. kEarly kdetection kis 

crucial kfor k effective ktreatment kand kmanagement. 

Ensure kdata kquality kthrough kcleaning kand kpre-processing ksteps. 

V. EXISTING kSYSTEM 

Several kexisting ksystems k leverage kmachine k learning k techniques kfor k Parkinson's kdisease kprediction. kHere's ka 

breakdown kof ksome kcommon k approaches: 

Machine kLearning kAlgorithms: 

• Ensemble k methods: kRandom k Forest, k XGBoost k (eXtreme k Gradient kBoosting) khave kshown kpromising kresults 

kwith khigh k accuracy kin kpredicting kPD krisk. 

• Support kVector kMachines k(SVMs): kEfficiently kclassify kdata k points kbased kon klearned kpatterns, kachieving kgood 

kperformance k in kPD kprediction. 

• Neural k Networks: kDeep k learning k architectures k like k Deep k Brooke k Inception k Net k have k been k successful 

k in k predicting k disease kseverity kbased kon kvoice kabnormalities. 

VI. PROPOSED kSYSTEM 

Parkinson's kdisease k(PD) kis ka kneurodegenerative kdisorder kwith ka k significant kimpact kon kquality kof klife. kEarly kdetection 
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is kcrucial kfor k effective ktreatment kand kmanagement. 

Ensure kdata kquality kthrough kcleaning kand kpre-processing ksteps. 

 

Feature kEngineering: 

Extract krelevant kfeatures kfrom kthe kdata k that kcan kpotentially k indicate kPD. 

Examples kinclude: 

Speech kcharacteristics k(tremor-induced kvariations), kMovement k patterns k(rigidity, kslowness), kDemographic k information 

(age, k family khistory), kGenetic kmarkers k(if kavailable) 

Machine kLearning kModel: 

Train kan kML kmodel kon kthe kprepared kdata. kPopular kchoices kfor kPD kprediction kinclude: 

Support kVector kMachines k(SVM), kRandom kForest, kX kG kBoost k Deep kNeural kNetworks k(for kcomplex kfeature 

extraction). 

Evaluate kdifferent k models k and k select k the k one k with k the k best k performance kmetrics k(accuracy, ksensitivity,  specificity). 

Prediction kand kInterpretation: 

Use kthe kchosen kmodel kto kpredict kPD krisk kfor knew kpatients kbased k on ktheir kfeatures. 

Employ ktechniques klike kfeature kimportance kanalysis kto k understand kwhich kfactors kcontribute kmost kto kthe kprediction. 

VII. RESULTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In kthis kpaper, kwe kintroduce ka kunique, kmachine klearning- kbased kParkinson kDisease kPrediction kusing kparkinson.csv kdata 

file kfrom khttps://www.kaggle.com/. 

From kthis kwe khave ktaken kparkinson.data kfile kafter kthat kwe kchange kthe kname kto kparkinson.csv, kafter kthat kwe khave 

placed kin kour kdocument kfolder. 

Using kkaggle kml kand kdata kscience kcommunity kwe kgot keasy kway kfor kour kproject. Our kprogram kaspect kof kindividual 

input kor kalso kcan ksay kthat kit konly ktake kone kinput kat ka ktime. kWhen kuser k 
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